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Abstract 
The Stacker-Crane Problem (SCP) is a sequencing problem, arising in scheduling and trans- 
portation, that consists of finding the minimum cost cycle on a mixed graph with oriented arcs 
and unoriented edges: feasible solutions must traverse all the arcs. Approximation algorithms 
are known to provide a fixed worst-case bound if the triangle inequality holds. We consider the 
worst-case performance of approximation algorithms for the SCP when the triangle inequality 
can be violated (General SCP) and for a similar problem formulated on a complete digraph 
(Asymmetric SCP). 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.. 
K~J~MYUYLS: Stacker-Crane Problem; Worst-case analysis: Data-dependent bounds 
1. Introduction 
The Stacker-Crane Problem (SCP), defined by Frederickson et al. [2], is a sequencing 
problem, that consists of finding the minimum cost cycle on a mixed graph with 
oriented arcs and unoriented edges: feasible solutions must traverse all the arcs. The 
model represents systems in which a single resource must perform a set of tasks, each 
defined by a source node and a sink node in a given graph. For instance, imagine a 
crane or a forklift that must perform a set of operations moving objects from pick-up 
stacks to delivery stacks, and return to its initial position, or a production system in 
which a set of operations must be performed by a single machine and setup times 
must be considered, or a transportation system in which a single vehicle must service 
a set of customers carrying each of them from its origin to its destination and return to 
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the starting depot. In all these applications the resource is constrained to perform only 
one task at a time and the goal is to schedule the operations in order to minimize the 
total tour cost. In [2] it is proved that the problem is NP-hard, since every instance 
of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) with triangle inequality can be reduced to 
an instance of the SCP; in that paper the authors also propose two approximation 
algorithms, SmallArcs (SA) and LargeArcs (LA), whose combination guarantees a 
fixed worst-case bound equal to 91.5. 
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First we introduce two models related to the 
SCP to represent a larger set of applications, and second we prove that it is possible to 
adapt known algorithms to approximate these problems within data-dependent worst- 
case bounds. The first problem we introduce is a variation of the SCP, in which 
the triangle inequality does not hold; we call it the General Stacker Crane Problem 
(GSCP). The interest in the GSCP comes from applications in which arcs and nodes 
cannot be traversed more than once. We also consider a problem similar to the SCP but 
formulated on a complete digraph; we call this problem the Asymmetric Stacker Crane 
Problem (ASCP). The interest in the ASCP comes from the applications in which the 
complete digraph represents an asymmetric transportation network. We show that LA 
and SA guarantee data-dependent worst-case bounds for both GSCP and ASCP. We 
also prove that another algorithm, called RT2, proposed in [3] for the approximation of 
the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP) can be adapted to approximate 
the GSCP and the ASCP. 
The paper is organized as follows: the remainder of Section 1 recalls the statement 
of the SCP and defines the notation used in the next sections. Sections 2 and 3 contain 
the results on the GSCP and the ASCP, respectively. 
1.1. Dtlfinitions and notation 
Let G( I’, E, A) denote a weighted mixed graph, where V is the set of nodes, E is 
the set of unoriented edges and A is the set of oriented arcs. 
TI stands for “triangle inequality” and is defined as follows: the cost of each edge 
in E is not greater than the cost of any path between its endpoints. A path is made of 
edges traversed in any direction, or arcs traversed in the right direction. 
AT1 stands for “asymmetric triangle inequality” and is defined as follows: the cost 
of each arc in A is not greater than the cost of any oriented path from its tail to its 
head. An oriented path is made of arcs traversed in the right direction. 
The SCP is formulated as follows (see [2]): 
Stacker-Crane Problem 
Instance: A weighted mixed graph G( V, E, A) such that: 
x) all nodes are endpoint of at least one arc; 
p) the TI holds. 
Question: Find a minimum cost cycle, traversing all the arcs. 
Remark 1. Since the TI holds, an optimal cycle traverses every arc only once. 
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Remark 2. Since in every feasible solution each arc must be traversed, the sum of the 
costs of the arcs is a ,fixed cost. On the other hand, the cost of the edges chosen to 
connect the arcs is a crrriahle cost. The total cost of a solution is the sum of both. The 
evaluation of feasible solutions can be made taking into account total costs or only 
variable costs: the choice does not affect the ranking of the solutions but it affects the 
value of the worst-case bounds. 
In the remainder we adopt the following notation. N = (A] is the number of arcs of 
a SCP instance: we assume arcs to be arbitrarily numbered from 1 to N. I,, is the cost 
of the tlth arc and L = Cfz, 1, is the fixed cost. We indicate by t,, and h,, the tail 
and the head of arc 11. We say that two edges are adjacent if they have one common 
endpoint and two arcs are consecutive if the head of one of them coincides with the 
tail of the other one. EC and HC stand for Eulerian cycle and Hamiltonian cycle. If S 
is any set of arcs. s indicates the set of the reversed arcs. S, and S, indicate the total 
and the variable costs of arc set S. The star symbol (*) stands for “optimal”. We use 
the name of a set of arcs or edges to represent also its cost, when this introduces no 
ambiguity and enhances readability and intuition. 
2. The General Stacker-Crane Problem 
General Stacker Crane problem (GSCP) 
Instance: a weighted mixed graph G( V,E,A) such that every node is endpoint of 
one arc. 
Qurstion: find a minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle traversing all the arcs. 
The fixed bound provided by LA and SA for the SCP is no more valid, because 
both algorithms can output a cycle that is not Hamiltonian and that cannot be made 
Hamiltonian exploiting the TI without worsening its cost. In the remainder we indicate 
by u’,i the cost of edge [i,,i]. 
Preprocessing 
Only “head to tail” edges (those linking the head of an arc to the tail of another) can 
belong to feasible solutions of the GSCP. Therefore, delete all the other edges from 
the graph. After the deletion the graph has no odd cycles. For each arc u insert an 
edge with endpoints h,, and t,, and cost I,,. Compute the maximum violation of the TI: 
d =max,.,.~~~‘{d,, - (dik + dk, + dfi),O}. Insert all the missing edges with a suitable 
cost such that the violation of the TI in the resulting complete mixed graph is equal 
to n.:2. 
Algorithm LA (see [2]) for the GSCP 
Step 1: Solve a linear assignment problem to connect at minimum cost the multiset 
of the heads to the multiset of the tails and obtain an edge set M*. The edges of M* 
and the arcs of A form s subtours. 
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Step 2: Find a minimum cost edge set T* connecting the subtours. Define the 
multiset S = M* U 2T*. Find a Eulerian cycle EC on S UA. 
Step 3 (postprocessing): Transform EC into a Hamiltonian cycle HC, by replacing 
pairs of adjacent edges by single edges. 
Remark 3. In this paper we consider algorithm LA in a slightly different version than 
that described in [2]: in step 1, we forbid the head and the tail of a same arc to be 
matched together. The computational complexity of the algorithm is not affected by 
this assumption. 
Proposition. The worst-case bound of LA, applied to the GSCP is 
HC~ C~HC: - 2~ + ;NA. 
Proof. M” d HC,*. Since in every feasible solution all subsets of nodes must be con- 
nected, T* 6 HC,*. For the construction of EC, EC, = S = M* + 2T”. Since each sub- 
tour produced in step 1 must contain at least two arcs (see Remark 3) s<N/2. The 
substitutions in step 3 must be done 2(s - 1) times and every substitution costs at most 
A/2. 0 
Algorithm SA (see [2]) for the GSCP 
Step 1: Define a complete auxiliary graph G’( V’, E’), with N nodes, corresponding 
to the arcs of A, and edge costs w,, = min{dh,,, ,dh i,lu, dh,h,, d,,,.} vi,j E v’. Substitute 
the edge costs by the cost of the shortest path between their endpoints (this can be 
done by Floyd’s algorithm, see [l]), so that the TI holds on G’. 
Step 2: Apply the algorithm of Christofides and obtain a Eulerian cycle. Undo the 
substitution made in step I, that is replace each edge in the Eulerian cycle with the 
shortest path between its endpoints. The result is still a Eulerian cycle EC’ (possibly 
with more edges). 
Step 3: Consider the mixed graph given by the node set V, the arc set A, the edges 
corresponding to those of EC’. Add the edges corresponding to the arcs the endpoints 
of which have odd degree (“odd arcs”). Disregarding the orientation of the “even arcs” 
(those which are not “odd arcs”), find a Eulerian cycle. Choose a direction along the 
Eulerian cycle. If the cost of the even arcs traversed in the wrong direction is more 
than half the cost of all even arcs, reverse the direction along the cycle. Add two 
copies of the edges corresponding to the even arcs traversed in the wrong direction. A 
Eulerian cycle EC is obtained. 
Step 4 (postprocessing): Same as in algorithm LA. 
Proposition. The worst-case bound of SA, applied to the GSCP is 
He, d ~Hc,? + k + iNA. 
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Proof. Let us call HC’* the minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle of G’. For the con- 
struction of G’, HC’* <NC,!. For the algorithm of Christofides, EC’ < 1 HC’“. For 
its construction, EC, <EC’ + 2L. The number of edges of EC’ is, in the worst case, 
bounded by 2N. The number of edges corresponding to the arcs, added in step 3, 
is bounded by 2N. So the number of edges in EC is bounded by 4N and therefore 
the number of substitutions in step 4 is bounded by 3.N; each of them costs at most 
A/2. 0 
Algorithm RT2 (see [3]) for the GSCP 
Step 1: Define a complete auxiliary graph G’( V’, E’), with N nodes, corresponding 
to the arcs of A, and edge costs wUL, = d/,,t, + d/,,t,, + i, + 1,. + 24 vu, u E v’. 
Step 2: Apply the algorithm of Christofides, obtaining a Hamiltonian cycle HC’. 
Step 3: Call S the set of pairs of edges [h,, tc] and [h,., tu] of the original graph 
corresponding to the edges [u, II] of HC’. The multiset S U 2A can be partitioned into 
two Hamiltonian cycles; call HC the best of the two. 
Proposition. The tvorst-case bound qf RT2, upplietl to the GSCP i.s 
Hc, d +HC; + +L + ;NA. 
Proof. Let us call HC’* the minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle of G’. For the construc- 
tion of G’, HC’” = (HC, + Hi=,)* + 2NA < HCF + Hi;* + 2NA. Moreover HC,* < HCF + 
2L + NA. In step 2, the algorithm of Christofides is applied on a graph in which the 
Tl holds: therefore HC’ < iHC’*; For the choice in step 3, HC, < ;HC’ ~ NA. n 
The data-dependent worst-case bounds provided by LA, SA and RT2 are of the 
form: 
~IGSCP 
Algorithm k kl_ kA 
LA 3 -2 112 
SA 312 112 3.!2 
RT2 312 312 514 
3. The Asymmetric Stacker-Crane Problem 
Asymmetric Stacker-Crane problem (ASCP) 
Instance: a complete weighted digraph G( V, A) such that the arc set A is partitioned 
into two subsets, AF and Av, representing fixed arcs and variable arcs, respectively. 
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Question: find a minimum cost circuit, traversing all fixed arcs at least once. 
Remark 4. Since circuits traversing fixed arcs more than once are feasible, it is pos- 
sible to enforce the AT1 by the following procedure. 
Preprocessing (see [2]). 
1. Compute the cost of the shortest oriented path from every head to every tail of 
fixed arcs. 
2. Delete the nodes which are not endpoints of any arc and delete all variable arcs. 
3. Insert a variable arc from each head to each tail of the fixed arcs, with a cost 
equal to that of the corresponding shortest oriented path computed in step 1. 
We characterize every instance of the ASCP by a measure of the asymmetry of 
variable and fixed arcs respectively: 
6’=maxi,, l(i,j)~~, A(;.;)EA~ {dij ~ d/i}. 
dF =mW,jl(i,.f)~,+ {dji - dij}. 
Algorithm LA (see [2]) for the ASCP 
Step 1 Solve a linear assignment problem to connect at minimum cost the multiset 
of the heads to the multiset of the tails of fixed arcs and obtain a set M* of variable 
arcs. The union of M* and AF forms s subtours. 
Step 2: Find a minimum cost set T* of variable arcs connecting the subtours. Define 
the multiset S := M* U T” U TA*. Find a Eulerian circuit EC on S U AF. 
Step 3: (postprocessing): Transform EC into a Hamiltonian circuit HC, by replacing 
pairs of consecutive variable arcs by single variable arcs. 
Remark 5. As for the GSCP, the matching between the head and the tail of a same 
arc is forbidden in step 1. 
Proposition. The worst-case bound of LA, applied to the ASCP is 
HCl 63HC; - 2L + ;N#. 
Proof. M* < HC:. Since each subtour produced in step 1 contains at least two fixed 
arcs (see Remark 5) s < N/2. T” d HC,? and rA* d T* + (s - 1 )SV. EC, = M* + T* + 
T” + L. For the ATI, HC, <EC,. 0 
Algorithm SA (see 121) for the ASCP 
Step I : Define a complete auxiliary graph G’( V’, E’), with N nodes, corresponding 
to the fixed arcs of AF, and edge costs 
w,,,: = min{ &,,t, > d, h,, , d,i,, > dh, t,, > &,,h, , dh, h,, > d t,,t, > 4, t, > v’u, 0 E V’. 
Then enforce the TI in G’ 
Step 2: Apply the algorithm of Christofides and obtain a Eulerian cycle. Undo the 
substitution made in step I, and obtain another Eulerian cycle EC’ (possibly with more 
edges). 
.S~P/I 3: Call S the arc set made of the set AF of fixed arcs and the subset of 
variable arcs corresponding to the edges of EC’. Add a reverse arc for each fixed arc 
the endpoints of which have odd degree (“odd fixed arcs”). Disregarding the orientation 
of the “even fixed arcs” and the variable arcs, consider two opposite orientations of 
an Eulerian circuit; for each of them add two copies of the reverse arc for each even 
fixed arc traversed in the wrong direction and one copy of the reverse arc for each 
variable arc traversed in the wrong direction. obtaining two Eulerian circuits EC, and 
EC?. Call EC the best of the two. 
Sfq 4 (p”“tl”o”“““ilzg): Same as in algorithm LA. 
HC, < :HC,* + ;L + N(d” + OF). 
Proof. Let us call HC’” the minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle of G’. For the con- 
struction of G’, HC’* <HC,I”. For the algorithm of Christofides, EC’ < ;HC’*. For 
its construction S, = EC’. For the construction of EC, and EC1 and for the choice 
made in step 3. EC,.<&, + i(S,, + 2i, + s, ), where 2, and i, are the total cost 
of the reverse arcs of odd and even fixed arcs, respectively. Finally, i = i,, + i, < 
L + NijF and 3, <S,. + qd”, where q <2N is the number of edges of EC’. For the ATI, 
HC,<EC,. 7 
Algorithm RT2 (see 131) for the ASCP 
Step 1: Define a complete auxiliary graph G’( V’, E’), with N nodes, corresponding 
to the fixed arcs of AF, and edge costs IV,,,. = d,,,$,, + o!,,,,,~ J- I,, + I, V’u. I’ t I”. 
Stc~/, 2: Apply the algorithm of Christotides and obtain a Hamiltonian cycle HC”. 
Step 3: Call S the set of pairs of variable arcs corresponding to the edges of MC”: 
the multiset SU~AF- can be partitioned into two Hamiltonian circuits; call HC the best 
of the two. 
Proposition. Tlw Iwrst-cux howd of’ Ri?, upplied to the ASCP is 
Proof. Let us call HC’* the minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle of G’. The TI holds 
on G’. For the construction of G’, HC’” <2HC,* + 2L + N6’ For the algorithm of 
Christofides, HC’< $HC’*. For the construction of S, S = HC’ - 21~. Finally 
HC, &S. L1 
The data-dependent worst-case bounds provided by LA, SA and RT2 are of the form 
HG 
--<kfkL &z + k,,l 
N6' N(V 
“Ascp = HC: i 
5 + k,ji ~ 
i HC; 
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f’/ASCP 
Algorithm k kL kbr khp 
LA 3 -2 l/2 0 
SA 312 l/2 1 1 
RT2 312 312 314 0 
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